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SUBMERGED LANDS LEASE – FINAL FINDINGS AND DECISION
APPLICANT: Nordic Aquafarms, Inc. (Nordic)
PROJECT LOCATION: City of Belfast and Town of Northport
APPLICATION: Submerged Lands Lease Application No. SL2352, dated September 26, 2018, as
amended on November 20 and December 5, 2018 (one modification sent in two sections), and as further
amended by submissions dated March 22, 2019, January 10, 2020, and February 6, 2020, to install three
pipes (the pipes) on submerged lands as part of a proposed commercial, land-based aquaculture operation
(the project).
BRIEF PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND: On April 4, 2019, the Bureau accepted Nordic’s application
as complete. In its Final Findings and Decision dated September 11, 2019 (September 2019 Findings), the
Bureau approved Submerged Lands Lease Application No. SL2352 and the issuance of Submerged Lands
Lease No. 2141-L-48 and Dredging Lease No. 05-21DL, subject to the conditions set forth in the September
2019 Findings. The September 2019 Findings were appealed to Superior Court pursuant to 5 M.R.S. §
11002.1 During the pendency of that appeal, the Bureau learned that in August of 2019 Nordic proposed
changes to the design of the pipes’ installation as part of its application for various regulatory permits.
Those design changes are described in an email to the Bureau from Nordic dated October 23, 2019. 2 Nordic
did not notify the Bureau of these design changes prior to the Bureau issuing the September 2019 Findings.
Because the September 2019 Findings did not account for the new project design, the Bureau moved the
Superior Court to remand to the Bureau the September 2019 Findings. Through an order dated December
19, 2019, the Court remanded the September 2019 Findings back to the Bureau. Nordic submitted its design
changes to the Bureau on January 10, 2020 and submitted additional information on February 6, 2020.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Nordic has applied to the Bureau for a lease to install three pipes—one
water discharge pipe and two water intake pipes—on submerged lands (land seaward from the mean lowwater mark to the three-mile territorial limit) in Penobscot Bay as part of a commercial, land-based
aquaculture operation. To reach the submerged lands, the pipes would cross property, including the
intertidal lands (land between the mean high-water and mean low-water marks), located at 282 Northport
Avenue, Belfast. The pipes would originate in Belfast and extend seaward. The water discharge pipe would
terminate in Belfast. The water intake pipes would cross the Belfast town line and terminate in Northport.
Nordic proposes to lease a 40-foot-wide corridor of submerged lands for the pipes, as depicted on Exhibit A
dated December 30, 2019 (the proposed lease area is labeled on Exhibit A as "40' wide submerged lands
lease area").
Of the three pipes, one is a 36-inch-diameter water discharge pipe extending approximately 2,850 feet
seaward of the mean low-water mark as depicted on Exhibit A. The other two pipes are 30-inch-diameter
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water intake pipes each extending approximately 5,550 feet seaward of the mean low-water mark as
depicted on Exhibit A.3 The pipes would be buried with five feet of excavated material (also referred to as
“cover”) for approximately 850 feet from the mean high-water mark to the mean low-water mark. From the
mean low-water mark to approximately 1,850 feet, the pipes would continue buried with five feet of cover.
For the next 400 feet, approximately, the pipes would transition from being buried with five feet of cover to
gradually reducing the amount of cover and being exposed where the water depth is approximately 35 feet
at low tide. From this stage, the pipes would be anchored slightly above the sea floor with concrete anchors
secured with helical anchors or guide piles, as necessary, which helical anchors or guide piles would be
spaced every 15 feet, to their respective termination points. After transitioning to being exposed, the water
discharge pipe would extend another 600 feet, terminating in approximately 38 feet of water at low tide.
The last 100 feet of the water discharge pipe would incorporate three diffuser valves spaced 50 feet apart
that project approximately 34 inches vertically above that pipe. The two water intake pipes would continue,
exposed, for approximately 2,700 feet easterly and terminate in approximately 48 feet of water at low tide.
The seaward end of each water intake pipe includes a water intake structure that would extend vertically
approximately 8 feet from the bottom of each pipe.
Nordic would bury the pipes with excavated material until the pipes reach a water depth of 35 feet at low
tide. Where the pipes would be buried, the resulting elevation of submerged lands would be close to the
approximate original elevation. Additionally, as set forth in its March 2019 submission, Nordic proposes to
remove from submerged lands approximately 4,000-8,000 cubic yards of excess excavated material not
utilized in burying the pipes on submerged lands. That excess material, along with excess material
excavated from intertidal lands, would be barged to Searsport to be disposed of at an upland receiving site.
REVIEW COMMENTS: On October 9, 2018, the Bureau sent the first notice requesting public comment
on the September 2018 version of the application. The Bureau did not distribute a notice for public
comment for the November-December 2018 amendment because the Bureau was awaiting additional
information from Nordic.4 Nordic submitted the requested information with the amendment in March 2019.
As of March 2019, Nordic proposed to cover the subtidal portion of the pipes with five feet of riprap
material seaward to an approximate depth of 30 feet at low tide. After reaching that depth, the pipes would
then have rested on the bottom substrate with protective cover (i.e., mats). As described above, Nordic is
no longer proposing to cover the pipes with riprap or mats. The Bureau accepted the application as
complete on April 4, 2019. Comments received during 2019 are addressed in the September 2019 Findings,
which discussion is summarized below and incorporated herein.
2019 Comment Periods:
On April 8, 2019, the Bureau sent notice of the application to the City of Belfast, the Town of Northport,
Northport Village Corporation, immediate shorefront abutters and additional shorefront owners in Belfast
and Northport, other interested parties, and the Department of Marine Resources (the DMR). The Bureau
requested that comments be submitted to the Bureau by May 8, 2019. During the April 2019 comment
period, the Bureau received comments from the City of Belfast, Upstream Watch and the Maine Lobstering
Union (collectively, Upstream Watch), the southwesterly abutter, and 17 members of the public. The
Bureau received six additional comments from the public during the month and a half prior to the comment
period and nine comments after the comment period had ended. The Bureau obtained additional information
from the DMR and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the USACE). Comments addressed possible
environmental impacts of the project; compliance with municipal regulations; and whether the application
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The Bureau’s notice for public comment listed the total length at approximately 5,510 feet. This does not represent a change in
the project, rather a refinement in the Bureau’s calculation. Also, the Bureau measures water depth from the low-water elevation.
The application describes water depths from the high-water elevation.
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littoral zones.
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was complete for processing, including whether Nordic has sufficient right, title, and interest (RTI) in the
adjacent upland. The Bureau issued its Preliminary Findings and Decision on July 16, 2019, and accepted
comments on those findings during the 30-day reconsideration period. Comments received during the 30day reconsideration period addressed potential environmental impacts, ownership of the intertidal zone, and
potential impacts to commercial fishing.
In the September 2019 Findings, the Bureau clarified that environmental impacts and compliance with
municipal regulations are not within the Bureau's purview when considering a request for a submerged
lands conveyance. However, pursuant to subsection 1.6(B)(10) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules (01-670
C.M.R. ch. 53), the terms of a submerged lands lease require that the lessee obtain all permits or other
approvals required by federal, state, and local law and remain in compliance with all such permits and
approvals for the duration of the lease term.
Several comments asserted that the application was not complete for processing because the site plan
submitted with the application did not bear a registered surveyor' s seal. Subsection 1.7(A)(3) of the
Bureau's Chapter 53 rules requires an applicant to submit a detailed site plan; subsection 1.7(A)(3) does not,
as a matter of course, require that an applicant submit a plan bearing a registered surveyor's seal. As such,
and because the site plan submitted with the application was sufficiently detailed for the Bureau to
determine the proposed location and nature of the project, the Bureau did not request that Nordic submit a
site plan stamped by a registered surveyor.5
Many comments, including those of Upstream Watch, addressed Nordic's legal interest in the intertidal
property where the proposed pipes would be located. The Bureau requested that Nordic submit by June 16,
2019, additional information supporting its RTI in the adjacent upland. Nordic timely submitted additional
information related to its RTI in the adjacent upland. Upstream Watch requested and was allowed one
week, until June 28, 2019, to respond to Nordic's RTI submission. Subsequently, Nordic submitted to the
Department of Environmental Protection (the DEP), with a copy to the Bureau, additional documentation
related to RTI.
February 2020 Comment Period:
On February 27, 2020, the Bureau distributed a notice for public comment on the January 2020 and
February 2020 submissions to the City of Belfast, the Town of Northport, Northport Village Corporation,
immediate shorefront abutters and additional shorefront owners in Belfast and Northport, other interested
parties, the DMR, and the USACE. The Bureau also posted the notice for public comment and Nordic’s
application materials on the Bureau’s website. The deadline for submitting comments was March 27, 2020.
The Bureau received comments from the agent representing Jeffrey Mabee and Judith Grace, The Friends
of the Harriet L. Hartley Conservation Area, the Maine Lobstering Union, Belfast Lobsterman David Black,
and Wayne Canning, a Lobster Zone Council representative for District 11 (collectively referred to in their
submission, and in these findings, as Petitioners). Additional comments were received from Mr. Black, Mr.
Canning, four individuals, and the DMR.
Many comments pertained to potential environmental impacts from the pipe installation, dredging activity
and spoils removal, such as mercury resuspension from disturbing contaminated marine sediment, and
changes in water temperature and salinity as a result of the discharge water. As stated above, and in the
September 2019 Findings, the scope of the Bureau’s review when considering an application to issue a
submerged lands lease does not include review of environmental impacts. Most of the Bureau’s review is
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focused on impacts resulting from the physical occupation of submerged lands to the exclusion of other
users.
Other comments suggested that the project would negatively affect an existing aquaculture lease site used
for mussel culture by degrading water quality. The Bureau also considers potential effects of a project on
commercial marine facilities. However, that aquaculture site is located in Northport and is approximately
two miles to the south from the proposed discharge pipe.
Two parties commented that the Bureau cannot approve a lease for the removal of dredged material because
Nordic did not include dredging and the proposed disposal route as part of its application and because
dredging must be applied for separately. As a result, the commenters asserted that the Bureau’s notice for
public comments was incomplete and that Nordic should file an amendment to the application, or separate
application for dredging and disposal, and the Bureau should distribute another notice to include the
proposed dredging and disposal route. Comments were also received regarding potential impacts to fishing
activity from the dredge spoils transport route.
Contrary to the commenters’ assertions, Nordic’s March 2019 submission proposes to remove marine
sediment from submerged lands as part of the installation of the pipes and the September 2019 Findings
expressly state that “Submerged Lands Dredging Lease No. 05-21DL will be granted to Nordic.” In both
the January and February 2020 submissions, Nordic confirmed that the volume of submerged lands to be
removed and proposed disposal at an upland facility had not changed from the March 2019 submission.
Moreover, the Bureau does not require applicants to submit a separate application for dredging activity
when that dredging activity is associated with the installation of structures for which the applicant has
submitted a submerged lands lease application, as is the case here.6 Thus, the Bureau did not re-notice the
application or separately notice the dredging. Further, the potential for interference with fishing gear during
transport is addressed in the timing approvals and notifications to the fishing community as required by
other regulatory agencies, including the DMR and the USACE.
The Bureau also received comments regarding potential interference with fishing activity in the project
area, impacts to abutters’ rights to wharf out and install moorings, failure to meet littoral zone setbacks, lack
of a recorded easement, and lack of RTI. These comments are addressed below.
June 2020 Preliminary Findings And Decision
The Bureau issued its Preliminary Findings and Decision on June 11, 2020 (2020 Preliminary Findings).
Copies of the 2020 Preliminary Findings were distributed to the applicant, City of Belfast, Town of
Northport, Petitioners, and interested parties who commented on the application in 2019. The 2020
Preliminary Findings were also posted on the Bureau’s website. The distribution included a 30-day
reconsideration period and all petitions for reconsideration and related information were due by July 11,
2020.
Near the end of the reconsideration period, the Bureau became aware that two neighboring property owners
had not received the 2020 Preliminary Findings so the Bureau mailed them copies and extended the
deadline for comments to July 24, 2020. Following the reconsideration period extension, the Bureau was
informed that one of these property owners wanted to submit a comment but had not received the mailing
due to an address discrepancy. The Bureau opened the comment period for one day to allow for the
owner’s submission.
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Reconsideration Period Comments
The Petitioners submitted comments reiterating their previous comments regarding potential environmental
effects from dredging and dredge spoils removal, particularly before the applicant submits its Sediment and
Analysis Plan (SAP) to the USACE, and potential impacts to Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). Petitioners
contend that the Bureau is unable to assess the potential impacts to fishermen prior to receiving the results
of the SAP. As previously stated, environmental and habitat impacts are not within the Bureau’s purview,
and the Bureau has considered the potential physical impacts to fishermen, using the criteria within its
authority. Petitioners also repeated comments regarding the Bureau’s decision not to require a modified
application and to re-notice the public and Town of Searsport where the proposed dredge spoils would be
off-loaded from barges for upland disposal. The comments did not contain any new information to change
the Bureau’s decision that re-noticing is not necessary because, as the Bureau previously explained, the
applicant confirmed that the volume of material to be removed from submerged lands has not changed and
that potential impacts to fishing gear on the barge route would be addressed through the DMR and USACE
reviews. The Bureau reserves the authority to review for potential temporary impacts to fishing gear (e.g.
lobster traps) affected by proposed barge routes. However, the Bureau’s standard review procedure
regarding temporary impacts of a barge route on fishing gear is to defer to DMR’s recommendations to the
Department of Environmental Protection for incorporation into its Natural Resources Protection Act permit.
Petitioners also reiterated previous comments, as well as new comments in light of a recent court case,
regarding the applicant’s lack of RTI in the intertidal land it proposes to occupy, and the Bureau’s littoral
zone delineations and waiver from setbacks. These comments are addressed below.
The property owner referenced above that received late notice of the 2020 Preliminary Findings commented
that he was not opposed to the project. The project would cross the property owner’s littoral zone
(previously identified as Helmers), which is highlighted in green on Exhibit B.
FINDINGS: Based upon its review of all information in the administrative record, the Bureau makes the
following findings in accordance with 12 M.R.S. § 1862 and the Bureau’s Chapter 53 rules.
RIGHT, TITLE, AND INTEREST (RTI):
Pursuant to subsection 1.6(B)(l) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, an applicant for a submerged lands
conveyance must demonstrate that it has sufficient RTI in the upland property adjacent to the littoral zone
in which the submerged lands lease is sought. To demonstrate RTI, Nordic submitted an Easement
Purchase and Sale Agreement between Nordic and Richard Eckrote and Janet Eckrote (the Eckrotes). The
Eckrotes own property located at 282 Northport Avenue in Belfast. Per the Easement Purchase and Sale
Agreement, the Eckrotes have agreed to convey to Nordic an easement over the property depicted in
Exhibit A to the Easement Purchase and Sale Agreement for the pipes. Exhibit A to the Easement Purchase
and Sale Agreement shows the prospective easement ending at the mean high-water mark. Upon the
Bureau's request, Nordic submitted to the Bureau a letter dated March 3, 2019, from Nordic to the Eckrotes,
which is countersigned by the Eckrotes on February 28, 2019, and pursuant to which the Eckrotes confirm
their understanding that the area subject to the Easement Purchase and Sale Agreement “includes the
entirety of [the Eckrotes'] rights in the intertidal zone.” Included in Nordic’s 2020 submission is an
Amendment to the Easement Purchase and Sale Agreement between Nordic and the Eckrotes, signed by the
Eckrotes on December 24, 2019, that extends the Easement Purchase and Sale Agreement through June 30,
2021.
During the 2019 comment periods, Upstream Watch and others commented that Nordic lacks sufficient RTI
in the intertidal land adjacent to the Eckrotes' property because a different shorefront owner—Jeffrey
Mabee and Judith Grace—owns the intertidal land in front of the Eckrotes' property and has encumbered
that intertidal land with a conservation easement (the 2019 conservation easement) that would prohibit the
pipes. Some comments asserted that issuing a submerged lands lease would constitute an unconstitutional
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taking of Jeffrey Mabee's and Judith Grace's private property for public use. Additionally, the Petitioners
contend that Nordic lacks sufficient RTI because a 1946 deed, which may be in the Eckrotes' chain of title,
purports to limit the use of the Eckrotes' property to residential purposes only. Petitioners also submitted a
copy of a quiet title action in 1970, which Petitioners contend establishes that the Eckrotes’ do not own the
intertidal land.7
Commenting on the 2020 submission, the Petitioners repeated the arguments described above, contending
that Nordic does not have sufficient RTI to apply for a submerged lands lease. In addition, the Petitioners
contend that the Easement Purchase And Sale Agreement does not meet the RTI requirement because the
document has not been recorded. Although the Bureau’s submerged lands application requests that the
applicant provide a recorded document, the Chapter 53 rules do not require that a document be recorded to
satisfy the Bureau’s RTI requirements. The Bureau’s application form does not supersede its Chapter 53
rules. Petitioners also assert that the March 3, 2019 letter amending the Easement Purchase And Sale
Agreement does not state that the Eckrotes have title to the intertidal land and does not change the
boundaries of the easement, therefore the easement does not extend beyond the mean high-water mark.
Petitioners also submitted comments during the reconsideration period in reference to a recently decided
court case8 involving municipal permitting and easement rights. In the case, the court determined that the
municipality could deny a permit to cut trees within an easement area because the rights granted by the
easement were determined to be insufficient to establish right, title and interest for that particular purpose.
Because the Eckrotes and the applicant do not dispute the scope or the location of the easement, Tomasino
does not compel the conclusion that the applicant lacks RTI for its submerged lands lease application.
Upon receipt of the application in 2018, the Bureau obtained a copy of the Eckrotes' deed, which is
recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 3697, Page 5. The metes and bounds description in
the Eckrotes' deed includes the following calls: "to the high-water mark of Penobscot Bay; thence generally
southwesterly along said Bay." Nordic and Upstream Watch each submitted a legal opinion and an opinion
from a surveyor opining on the extent of the Eckrotes' ownership. Based on the Eckrotes' deed, which
includes a call to the water, the Colonial Ordinance presumption of ownership to the low water mark, the
Easement Purchase and Sale Agreement, as amended, including by the letter dated March 3, 2019, the
Bureau finds that Nordic has demonstrated sufficient RTI in the upland property adjacent to the proposed
submerged lands lease area for the Bureau to process the lease application.9 The Bureau will not issue a
submerged lands lease to Nordic until Nordic provides the Bureau with a copy of a recorded easement from
the Eckrotes to cross the upland property, including the intertidal lands, adjacent to the submerged lands for
which the lease is sought.
The Bureau acknowledges that there are competing claims of title to the intertidal land in front of the
Eckrotes' property and a dispute over the validity of the 2019 conservation easement. 10 The Bureau,
however, lacks the authority to resolve competing title claims; resolution of such claims is a function of the
courts. Additionally, the existence of competing title claims does not preclude the Bureau from
determining, pursuant to its Chapter 53 rules, that an applicant has demonstrated RTI sufficient for the
Bureau to process a submerged lands lease application.
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Tomasino v. Town of Casco, 2020 ME 96.
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The Bureau's finding that Nordic demonstrated sufficient RTI for the Bureau to process the Application is not premised on any
release deeds to Nordic from any heirs of Harriet Hartley.
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The conservation easement deed, dated April 29, 2019, was granted by Jeffrey R. Mabee and Judith Grace to Upstream
Watch and is recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 4367, Page 273. The conservation easement, as it
purports to apply to the intertidal lands for which the project is proposed, is valid only if a Court determines that Jeffrey
Mabee and Judith Grace own those intertidal lands. Ownership of those intertidal lands is disputed and is the subject of
litigation pending in Superior Court. Mabee v. Nordic Aquafarms, RE-19-18 (Me. Super. Ct., Waldo Cty.).
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Except when the Bureau owns intertidal land, the Bureau's submerged lands leasing program does not grant
rights to intertidal land; rather, the Bureau determines whether a less than fee conveyance should be issued
for the publicly-owned submerged lands.11 The decision to issue a submerged lands conveyance does not
constitute an adjudication of any title disputes among private parties regarding ownership of intertidal
lands, which only a court can adjudicate. If the outcome of a title action effectively terminates a lessee's
RTI for its submerged lands lease, that lease, pursuant to subsection 1.6(B)(l)(b) of the Bureau's Chapter 53
rules, "shall be invalid and all leasehold interest in the Submerged Lands shall be extinguished."
LITTORAL ZONES AND SETBACK DISTANCES:
Littoral zones and setbacks lines are determined by applying subsection 1.6(B)(11) of the Bureau's Chapter
53 rules. Littoral zones and setback standards delineate the area of submerged lands adjacent to the
applicant's upland property and establish adequate separation between structures for navigation and access
for both the public and riparian owners. Littoral zones do not delineate areas of public submerged lands for
the exclusive use of the applicant or other riparian owners.
Littoral zone boundaries are established by right angle projections from a baseline established along the
shoreline at the intersection of the high-water line and the side boundary of each property. The littoral zone
sidelines terminate at either the established navigational channel, established anchorage identified as such
by the USACE, the midline between opposing shorelines, or 1,000 feet, whichever is less. Setback
standards are established from other existing structures and an applicant's littoral zone boundary. When
littoral zones overlap, subsection 1.6(B)(l l)(b)(2) requires that structures be set back twenty-five feet from
an applicant's littoral sidelines. Per subsection 1.6(B)(11)(b)(5), the Bureau may grant exemptions to these
setback requirements if the Bureau determines that such exemptions will otherwise meet the terms,
conditions, and standards of the Chapter 53 Rules and the applicant has demonstrated that no reasonable
alternative location is available. Subsection 1.6(B)(11)(c) further states that in making the decision to grant
an exemption to littoral zone setbacks or setbacks from existing structures, the Bureau may require written
notice of no objection from other persons whose ingress and egress or whose future ability to construct a
wharf may be adversely affected by the proposed project.
For the purposes of discussing this application, the Bureau refers to the Eckrotes' littoral zone as Nordic's
littoral zone, which littoral zone is shown on Exhibit B.
The proposed pipes would be buried with five feet of cover from the high-water mark seaward for
approximately 850 feet in the intertidal zone and continue buried with five feet of cover for approximately
1,850 feet on submerged lands to a water depth of 35 feet at low tide before transitioning and extending
uncovered to their respective termination points. The buried pipes would cross Nordic’s northerly littoral
zone sideline near the mean low-water mark, which is approximately 850 feet from the high-water mark.
Thus, a 150-foot section of the pipes where it extends on submerged lands is proposed to be located wholly
outside Nordic’s littoral zone.
Nordic's intertidal portion of the littoral zone is delineated by Nordic on Exhibit A in accordance with
subsection 1.6(B)(l l) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules; however, the littoral sidelines depicted on the
exhibit were not drawn extending to the 1,000-foot termination point of the littoral zone. In its February
2020 submission, Nordic stated that it did not believe an exemption to the 25-foot setback from its littoral
sideline was required because the proposed pipes would be buried, not built or placed upon submerged
lands, but nevertheless provided an alternatives analysis. The Bureau’s Chapter 53 rules regarding littoral
zone setbacks do not treat pipes differently if the pipes will be mostly buried, as opposed to resting on top
of the submerged lands. As such, the Bureau informed Nordic that the buried pipes are subject to the
11
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setback criteria in the Chapter 53 Rules and would therefore require that the Bureau grant an exemption per
subsection 1.6(B)(11)(b)(5).
Due to natural variations in the shoreline, several abutters' littoral zones overlap with Nordic's littoral zone.
Because of overlapping littoral zones and the distance the pipes would extend offshore, the pipes are unable
to avoid crossing other riparian owners' littoral zones where those littoral zones overlap with Nordic's
littoral zone.
Several shorefront property owners in the immediate area, including the adjacent abutters, have expressed
their objection to the placement of Nordic's pipes within their littoral zones. The Bureau received comments
during the 2019 reconsideration period from Upstream Watch and Nordic's southerly abutter stating that
Nordic's littoral zone is not the same as the Eckrotes' littoral zone and that Nordic's littoral zone must
correspond to the 25-foot width of Nordic's easement over the Eckrotes' upland. Upstream Watch and the
southerly abutter also commented that the proposed pipes would be located outside of Nordic's littoral zone
and would encroach on the 25-foot littoral setback of the Eckrotes' abutters and that the Bureau erred by
ignoring the objections of Nordic's abutters. During the 2020 reconsideration period, Petitioners contend
that the Bureau’s decision to give Nordic an exemption to the setback requirement is an unconstitutional
taking of land owned by others. As noted in the RTI section above, the competing claims of ownership
cannot be settled by the Bureau and if a title action terminates the applicant’s RTI, the submerged lands
lease shall be invalid. Also, the exemption to the setback requirement is not a taking of private land
because the State owns the submerged lands.
One property owner to the north, whose littoral zone would be crossed by the project approximately 700+
feet from the mean high-water mark, commented that he has no objection to the project.
The Bureau finds that the part of Nordic's littoral zone in the intertidal zone does correspond to the
Eckrotes' intertidal littoral zone because Nordic submitted to the Bureau a letter dated March 3, 2019, from
Nordic to the Eckrotes, which is countersigned by the Eckrotes on February 28, 2019, and pursuant to
which the Eckrotes confirm their understanding that the area subject to the Easement Purchase and Sale
Agreement "includes the entirety of [the Eckrotes'] rights in the intertidal zone."
The Bureau finds that the proposed location of the project is substantially within Nordic's littoral zone;
however, the buried pipes would cross Nordic’s northerly littoral zone sideline at approximately 850 feet
from the high-water mark and continue easterly on submerged lands to their termination points. As a result,
the pipes would not meet the 25-foot setback from Nordic's littoral zone boundary line for the portion of the
littoral zone that extends across submerged lands (the outermost 150 feet) and the Bureau must find that no
reasonable alternative location for the pipes is available.
Regarding alternative locations, Nordic stated that the discharge and intake points of the pipes were
carefully coordinated to provide favorable and complementary depth, current, distance, and ocean bottom
conditions to support construction and to avoid interference between the intake and outfall pipes. Nordic
also stated that shifting the pipes further into Nordic’s littoral zone would require hundreds more feet of
piping. The increase in length before angling toward the discharge points would constrict the bend by
several hundred feet, which would lead to more difficult construction, operation, and maintenance of the
pipes. Nordic also stated that, based on benthic studies and video analysis it has conducted, extending the
pipes further to the south toward the Little River outlet may have more impact to the ocean environment
and benthic communities. Based on that information provided by Nordic, the Bureau finds that no
reasonable alternative location for the pipes exists.
Additionally, the Bureau finds that there would be adequate distance from abutting property owners’
shorefronts to avoid unreasonably impairing their ability to construct docking structures within their littoral
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zones. Because the pipes would be buried for approximately 2,250 feet from the high-water mark, the
Bureau also finds that the pipes would have no effect on abutting property owners’ ability to access to their
properties from the water. Therefore, the Bureau is not requiring a letter of no objection from other property
owners whose littoral zones the pipes would cross. The Bureau finds that the pipes otherwise meet the
terms, conditions, and standards of the Rules as described in these findings.
PUBLIC ACCESS WAYS:
Per subsection 1.7(C)(2) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, a proposed use of submerged lands must not
unreasonably interfere with customary or traditional public access ways to submerged lands. The portion of
the project landward of the mean low-water mark is not proposed to be sited within, abutting, or near a
deeded public access point to the shore. With respect to any public access points that are not deeded, the
proposed pipes will not interfere with access because the pipes would be buried with five feet of cover for
approximately 850 feet in the intertidal zone and continue buried with five feet of cover for approximately
1,850 feet on submerged lands to a water depth of 35 feet at low tide before transitioning and extending
uncovered to their respective termination points. As such, the Bureau finds that due to the distance that the
pipes would be buried from the shore, the pipes will not unreasonably interfere with public access ways to
submerged lands.
PUBLIC TRUST RIGHTS:
Per 12 M.R.S. § 1862(6)(a) and (b) and subsection 1.7(C)(2) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, a proposed
use of submerged lands must not unreasonably interfere with public trust rights. Subsection 1.4(Q) of the
Bureau's Chapter 53 rules defines public trust rights as "transitory fishing, fowling, recreation, navigation
and other customary or traditional uses whereby the public may use or enjoy the waters, Submerged Lands,
and associated natural resources of the State of Maine."
In its comments on the 2019 version of the application, the DMR stated that area fisheries include lobster,
crab, and shellfish but the proposed lease area is closed by the DMR to molluscan shellfish harvesting of
clams, oysters, and mussels due to pollution. To limit any potential impacts to lobster and crab fisheries in
the area, and, therefore, to fishing, the DMR recommended that construction of the proposed pipes take
place during the USACE's winter work window of November 6 to April 8. The DMR stated that "it is
unlikely that any lobsters or crabs would be present during this time and therefore fishing activity/effort will
be low to not present." Because the project requires a permit from the USACE, the work window for laying
the pipes, should the project be approved, would be determined through the USACE permitting process.
In response to the 2020 version of the application, the DMR commented that traditional fishing access
would be impacted for lobster and crab fishing activity in the area because a portion of the pipes would now
be exposed and sit slightly above the sea floor and, further, that the exposed section of the pipes may pose a
navigational hazard and entanglement risk to fishing gear if not adequately marked. The DMR
recommended that a wider area than the 40-foot lease area be marked in accordance with guidance from the
U.S. Coast Guard Division One, Aids to Navigation Section .
The City of Belfast commented on the 2019 submission with a recommendation that marker buoys be
installed to locate the pipes, including at the end points, to prevent fouling of fishing gear or anchors.
In July 2019, Bureau staff conferred with the USACE regarding the City of Belfast’s recommendations and,
although the Bureau is supportive, it understands that the U.S. Coast Guard (the USCG) Aids to Navigation
System would determine any physical marker requirements. For the 2020 submission, the USACE
confirmed that, if they approve the project, the USACE will require notification of the as-built project
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location to the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) for inclusion in its
navigation charts and notice to the USCG. 12
One commenter stated that the area has been an occasional anchorage area for ocean-going ships that do not
anchor closer to the port of Searsport. The Bureau finds that the exposed section of the pipes may interfere
with anchoring of vessels, and that, as with other hazards on the ocean floor, the risk of entanglement would
be minimized provided the pipes are marked in accordance with the USCG Aids to Navigation System.
The Bureau also finds that there is adequate unencumbered area outside of the proposed lease area for
anchoring.
The Bureau finds that because the proposed pipes would be buried with five feet of cover for approximately
850 feet in the intertidal zone and buried with five feet of cover for approximately 1,850 feet on submerged
lands to a water depth of 35 feet at low tide, before transitioning and extending uncovered on the bottom
substrate for 3,700 feet to a water depth of 48 feet at low tide, transitory activities such as general
navigation, fishing, fowling (waterfowl hunting), and other marine uses could take place over and around
the exposed portion of the pipes. Again, as with other hazards on the ocean floor, anchoring entanglement
risks in association with these uses would be minimized provided the pipes are marked on NOAA
navigation charts. As the USACE informed the Bureau in 2019 and 2020, if the USACE issues Nordic a
permit it will require Nordic to submit an as-built drawing with coordinates to the NOAA for inclusion on
its navigation charts. Therefore, the Bureau finds that the proposed pipes will not unreasonably interfere
with fishing, fowling, navigation, or other existing marine uses of the area provided Nordic obtains the
necessary approval from the USACE.
INGRESS AND EGRESS OF RIPARIAN OWNERS:
Per 12 M.R.S. § 1862(6)(d) and subsection 1.7(C)(3) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, a proposed use of
submerged lands must not unreasonably interfere with ingress and egress of riparian owners. The pipes
would be buried with five feet of cover for approximately 850 feet in the intertidal zone and be buried with
five feet of cover for approximately 1,850 feet on submerged lands to a water depth of 35 feet at low tide,
before transitioning and extending uncovered to their respective termination points. The subtidal pipe
location would be hundreds of feet from other riparian property owners' shorefronts. Because the pipes
would be buried in the intertidal zone and on submerged lands to a water depth of 35 feet, and because the
proposed lease area is limited to a 40-foot-wide corridor, the Bureau finds that the proposed pipes will not
unreasonably interfere with ingress and egress of riparian owners.
SERVICES AND FACILITIES NECESSARY FOR COMMERCIAL MARINE ACTIVITIES:
Regarding 12 M.R.S. § 1862(6)(c) and subsection 1.7(C)(4) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, the Bureau
observed that that there are no commercial marine services or facilities in the proposed submerged lands
lease area. As such, the Bureau finds that the proposed pipes will not unreasonably diminish the availability
of services and facilities necessary for commercial marine activities.
RISK TO LIFE OR PROPERTY:
Regarding subsection 1.7(C)(5) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, the proposed pipes present minimal safety
risks to life or property because they would be buried under submerged lands for the majority of the lease
area and otherwise rest on the bottom of submerged lands.13 Additionally, as discussed under Public Trust
Rights above, risks to life and property would be further reduced by marking and mapping the pipes,
should the USCG determine that marking and mapping are warranted. Accordingly, the Bureau finds that
12

Nordic’s proposed aquaculture project requires a permit from the USACE.
13 The Bureau's Chapter 53 rules contain two subsections numbered 1.7(C)(5), the first of which is applicable only to the
installation of underground cables. Because Nordic is proposing to install water intake and discharge pipes, and not
underground cables, the first of the two subsections numbered 1.7(C)(5) is not applicable.
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the proposed pipes will not result in significantly increased risk to life or property in the vicinity of the lease
area under conditions of weather and vessel traffic that are likely to be encountered provided Nordic obtains
the necessary approval from the USACE.
REQUIREMENTS OF OTHER AGENCIES:
Regarding subsection 1.7(C)(6) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, the Bureau understands that Nordic is in
the process of obtaining all required federal, state, and municipal approvals. Standard language in the
submerged lands lease requires that the lessee acquire all federal, state, and local approvals within a limited
time frame after the lease is issued, and that the lessee comply with the terms of all such approvals
throughout the lease period. Failure to obtain all necessary federal, state, and local approvals invalidates the
lease for the portion of the project that does not receive a required permit. The Bureau finds that the
proposed project complies with subsection 1.7(C)(6) because the lease is conditional upon receiving all
necessary approvals.
SPECIAL PROTECTION AREAS OF SUBMERGED LANDS:
Regarding subsection 1.7(C)(7) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, there is no evidence in the record that any
portion of the proposed submerged lands lease area has been designated for special protection by an agency
authorized to make such designations. Therefore, the Bureau finds that the proposed pipes will not conflict
with established management guidelines designed to protect such designated areas.
COASTAL POLICIES:
Because the Bureau has determined that the proposed pipes otherwise meet the standards described in
subsection 1.7(C) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, the Bureau finds, per subsection 1.7(C)(8), that the use
does not conflict with those aspects of the Coastal Policies or the Coastal Policy guidelines in 38 M.R.S. §
1801 that relate to the criteria considered by the Bureau.
PUBLIC INTEREST and CONSISTENCY WITH RULES
Based on all the findings above, and because the lease terms require Nordic to obtain all necessary federal,
state, and local approvals, the Bureau finds, regarding subsections 1.7(C)(l) and (9) of the Bureau's Chapter
53 rules, that the proposed pipes are not inconsistent with the Bureau's rules and are not otherwise contrary
to the public interest, provided Nordic obtains the necessary federal, state, and municipal approvals.
OUTSTANDING FEES:
Nordic has paid the fee required for processing the application when it submitted the application in
September 2018. Nordic paid the application processing fee for a dredging lease in January 2020. A lease
fee for the dredging lease and a pro-rated rental fee for the submerged lands lease for the pipes will be due
when they are executed. Because the leases are not being issued at this time there are no fees that are due.
Regarding subsection 1.7(C)(10) of the Bureau's Chapter 53 rules, the Bureau finds that there are no
outstanding fees relative to the application.
CONCLUSIONS: Based upon its review of all information in the administrative record, the Bureau of
Parks and Lands concludes that the project meets the requirements set forth in 12 M.R.S.A. § 1862 and in
the Bureau’s Chapter 53 Submerged Lands Rules.
DECISION: In accordance with 12 M.R.S. 1862, the Director of the Bureau has determined that it will
grant Submerged Lands Lease No. 2141-L-49 and Submerged Lands Dredging Lease No. 05-22DL to
Nordic Aquafarms, Inc. after the Bureau receives from Nordic a copy of a recorded easement conveying to
Nordic rights to the upland, including the intertidal land, that Nordic proposes to use for the proposed pipes.
Nordic must provide the recorded easement to the Bureau within 30 days of Nordic's receipt of all necessary
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permits and approvals. The lease area of Submerged Lands Lease No. 2141-L-49 will be the forty-foot wide
corridor depicted on Exhibit A as "40' wide submerged lands lease area."14
APPEAL RIGHTS: In accordance with 5 M.R.S.A. section 11002 and Maine Rule of Civil Procedure
80C, this decision may be appealed to Superior Court within 30 days of receipt of notice of the decision by
a party to this proceeding, or within 40 days from the date of the decision by any other aggrieved person.

Signed: _______________________
Andrew R. Cutko, Director

14

Date: September 4, 2020

The ending digits of the lease numbers have changed from those assigned in 2019 due to the time that has elapsed. These
digits represent the years that the conveyances would expire.

